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COVID-19/Falcons Landing Update May 15 2020 

Good afternoon.  And it is a toasty one.  Seems like summer arrived overnight and the high 

today is projected to be 84 degrees.  Which is our current temperature.  I would not put your 

jackets away quite yet.  Next week there will be a return of mid-50 degree days.  Two at least. 

Dr. Ann’s update:  Dr. Ann could not be with us this afternoon because she is attending the 

virtual graduation of her son at Virginia Tech.  Erinn is also away this afternoon, attending the 

virtual graduation of her daughter from Shenandoah University.  I know many who attend these 

graduations have said the schools do a good job of making them meaningful. 

Dr. Ann compiled today’s numbers for me to share with you: 

World cases 4,483,864; Deaths 303,825 

US cases 1,384,930; Deaths 83,947 

Virginia 28,672; Deaths 977 

Falcons Landing: 4 new positive cases in TJC nursing unit. 

Barb’s Report: 

We share numbers of staff and residents who test positive for COVID-19 as they are known, but 

let me recap where we are since the beginning of the outbreak in late March. 

Health care resident total since beginning: 27.  Six of those residents died.  

IL resident cases: 1 and the individual has been isolating in residence for almost 2 months.  

Contact with a positive individual occurred at TJC in March.  

Staff total case since beginning of outbreak: 27. 

In TJC and West Falls Assisted Living: 

No new Assisted Living cases in either TJC or WFC. We have three residents at West Falls who 

tested positive and have been on isolation for at least a week. 

TJC Nursing:  

Conducted routine testing on 31 residents and five employees yesterday.  Results are: no 

positive employees and four new positive residents were identified.  These four residents have 

had no symptoms.  

Staff positives: 

We have shared information on positive staff members and where they work as changes occur, 

but let me tell you who is on quarantine currently and where they work. 

We still have 20 staff members out on quarantine with confirmed or suspected COVID-19.   
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There are six in the kitchen and two dietary aides who work in TJC. 

In Housekeeping, a total of two are still on quarantine.  These two housekeepers were assigned 

to work in health care. There are a number of others who are out for other reasons that include 

childcare or care of a relative. 

In Maintenance we have on one individual who is on quarantine. 

In Health Care, seven nursing staff members are still on quarantine.   

Security has had only one positive and he is still on quarantine.  He worked in health care 

exclusively and had a positive family member. Another part time security officer who worked at 

WFC has been tested and results pending so he is also on quarantine. 

We will continue testing in our health centers periodically for residents and staff because of the 

ongoing outbreak in health care.  The benefit of this is validated by the asymptomatic new 

positives we are picking up. 

We now require that staff who have been out on quarantine be tested until they have had two 

negative tests at least 24 hours apart. Seven staff members are back at work after two negative 

tests and a few are scheduled for a test in the next couple of days and have had one negative 

already. 

Let’s review again the current restrictions in place in Northern Virginia. 

In the news, and as I announced last Tuesday, today is the beginning of Phase 1 for much of 

Virginia.  Northern Virginia will remain in Phase 0 for two more weeks, and Phase 1 for 

Northern Virginia is now projected to begin Friday, 29 May. 

What changes in Phase 1?  Not very much.  Salons and personal care services may open by 

appointment.  Restaurants may add outdoor dining services at 50% seating.  If they have a 

permit for outdoor dining and chose to offer it. 

Gyms, pools, theaters and other entertainment venues remain closed.  

Retail stores may open but are limited to 10 customers at a time. 

The Governor’s stay at home order does not expire until June 10th so basically, except for 

outdoor exercise and limited trips for essential services and the few other activities permitted, 

you should be staying home.  When out of your home, you should wear a mask and practice 

strict social distancing. 

Many of you continue to ask when we will be easing restrictions at Falcons Landing.  We are not 

allowed to ease anything in Phase 0 so everything will remain as it is now. 

In Phase 1 the only change that could affect us, is possible resumption of salon services.  That 

would be on a strict appointment basis with one customer at a time in the salon.  So at the end 
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of this month we will allow limited operations in the salon if Northern Virginia goes to Phase 1 

and we do not have an increase in COVID-19 cases in our community. 

The CDC recommends that senior living communities such as ours, continue to restrict visitors 

and group activities in Phase 1 and Phase 2.   We will consider what changes may be made 

when Phase 2 is planned for our area; I can’t find anything on what is even included in VA Phase 

2, but that is still weeks off.  For now, we remain in Phase 0. 

We have only had one positive case of COVID-19 in Independent Living which is excellent.  We 

will need to pay attention to what happens in other areas as restrictions are eased in Phase 1.  

Although the changes are few, people may tend to be out and about more and may not be as 

observant of the routine precautions that must continue. 

Dr. Ann reported earlier this week that only a few IL residents have been tested so far and 

those individuals were tested last week at their request, due to possible exposure during tax 

assistance in the Council Room last March.  Those IL resident tests were all negative. 

Testing of independent living residents is not recommended by CDC or the VA Dept. of Health 

at this time and widespread testing is not available in Virginia.  Any resident in IL who develops 

any symptoms should report their symptoms to either the Wellness Center, Front Desk or their 

personal physician.  They can be tested if it is indicated and ordered by a physician. 

I know the absence of regular housekeeping is increasingly a problem for all of you.  I talked 

with John Jackson earlier, and we have some housekeepers who have returned to work and we 

can plan to provide some limited housekeeping services in IL.  Two additional housekeepers are 

expected to be ready to return next week. 

John and Cecilia, the Housekeeping Manager, will plan a schedule to clean the kitchen and 

bathrooms in IL residences as a start.  They have done that in a couple of homes where there 

were special circumstances and as you would imagine, have learned it takes longer to do those 

areas when they haven’t been regularly cleaned and they estimate it will take about one hour 

per residence for most.  They will probably not be able to get every home done in a week, but 

they will work on the schedule next week and hope to start the modified cleaning on Tuesday 

May 26th.  I will provide more information next week.  The housekeepers will wear masks and 

gloves for protection, and residents should wear their cloth masks while the housekeeper is in 

their home.  Please maintain social distance and remain in the living area of your home. Do not 

engage them in much conversation because we do want this to go as quickly and smoothly as 

possible. 

We had a very happy event yesterday, and were able to give a birthday greeting to CAPT Dale 

Reed.  Yesterday was his 101st birthday and we could not let that go by without a Happy 

Birthday serenade and a cake.  The video was not successful, but take my word for it, we sang 

happy birthday, somewhat muffled by our masks, and virtual birthday hugs were shared. CAPT 

Reed said he was already thinking about his party next year when he turns 102!! 
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We also received a wonderful donation of critical medical protective supplies for staff from 

Richard Belden, the son of Lois and Dave Belden.  Richard sent us 1000 surgical masks and 1000 

gloves in assorted sizes.  We are overwhelmed by his generosity and very grateful for the 

support to our Falcons Landing team. 

I posted an excellent article on our Website’s COVID-19 Front Page titled “The (COVID-19) Risks 

- Know Them - Avoid Them by Erin Bromage.  It is a lengthy, but well written and an easy-to- 

understand explanation of how COVID-19 is spread and the relative risks in different behaviors 

and levels of exposure.  It is based on studies and research and I found it very practical and 

useful.  Dr. Ann concurred and agreed it would be good information for all of our residents and 

staff members.  And families too.  

Now a word from Phil Walsh, your Resident Council President: 

It is critical to remember the importance of maintaining the current restrictions and that we are doing 

well in IL because residents are doing a good job. 

I’d like to remind everyone that we will hold a virtual Town Hall meeting next Tuesday. We have 
received 35 questions and they will all be addressed.  Also, residents can text additional questions or 
comments by iPhone text at the town meeting and all council members will be participating. 

 

Back to Barb: 

I will end by running a video Bob Besserer provided that he says reflects kitchen operations 

today.  It is long, but enjoy for as long as you wish.  Have a lovely weekend and I will see you 

next week!!   

I plan to Broadcast again on Monday, May 18th at 4:00pm. 

 

 


